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Swtor jedi guardian focus 5.0

SWTOR 5.0 Focus Guardian PvE Guide Skyesora. Introduction to 5.0 Focus Guardian Hey all! I used Skyesora, and somehow I found myself with the task of writing a class guide. If you are here, I hope this means you are interested in playing Focus Guardian and want to learn about discipline. Although I'm not the most accomplished or longest tenured
player, I have been practicing and studying guardian dps for a while and this guide is my attempt to share my knowledge with people who are interested in learning. Here's a set of everything I know about Focus Guardian. This guide focuses on the content of the final game PvE, but I will mention when the same information applies to both PvE and PvP. There
is a lot to say, so let's get into it. Be prepared for a long read! Discipline Review Of Force Techniques can expose yourself to the Jedi Knight through intense concentration and, more importantly, attention. Focus Guardian uses debilitating explosions of lightsaber strikes and force powers to exploit their enemies, crushing all hopes they had to mount an
effective offense. The focus is on the burst discipline of the Guardian DPS, meaning that it is designed to deliver damage to a large, one-hit ability target (although there are two injury over time (DoT) abilities, one of them full dot and one of them half dot, used in rotation). It has excellent mobility, smooth target swaps and proper impact zone (AoE) damage
per second (DPS), with short but complex rotation and a moderate single-goal MTF shortfall. Resource management can also become more complex if the rotation becomes unmatched. As guardian, you're probably the best set of defensive cooldowns (DCDs) in the game, except for ranged-guardian-with-self-heals-and-higher-DPSCommando/Mercenaries
(ever, we recover the survival crown!), good raid utility, and one of the most dynamic abilities in the game, Saber Reflect. In addition, you can now protect another player without penalty yourself (which at the time of writing can be abused by PvP). The potential of the MTF is not the greatest, but it is enough to make it competitive in all content. Good Focus
Guardian has a lot to offer any group. Ratings compared to other classes based on personal experience: one target dps: 5/10 - Both guardian DPS disciplines are roughly equal in terms of single-target damage and are ultimately quite mediocre. Focus theoretically has a slightly lower DPS potential, but they are very similar to my experience. This rating is as
high as 10/10 fights, when Saber Reflect can be safely used to contribute to your DPS, such as Thrasher or Kephess. AoE DPS: 7/10 - There are some nice options for area impact damage with supercritting Force Sweep and Cyclone Slash paired with Force Lash, although it lags behind in many disciplines that can dot spread (alertness) either harmful
effects that may be applied to multiple targets (Combat). Rotational difficulties: 7/10 - Focus rotation is not particularly long, but there are many abilities, amateurs and effects to manage, and mistaken one ability will almost certainly cause it all to fall apart. Perfect execution will require good practice. Group utility: 5/10 – Guardians certainly don't have the most
group utility of any class, but they can provide the group with many benefits. They can provide group harm reduction through care utility and protection and have countless stuns and interrupts. With heavy armor and excellent defensive cools, they can cover the tank in the event of an accident. Finally, Saber Reflectcan almost won some battles with one hand.
Class is not as universal as others, but in the right hands of the Guardian there is an asset for any group. RNG Dependency:3/10 - No one is dependent on RNG to perform the focus rotation. However, critical hits have a significant impact on the output of the damage, and Focus has one of the widest options for DPS. Explosion capacity: 8/10 - Focus boasts a
large explosion damage, with hard-hit abilities combined with rotational buffs that increase damage caused through certain windows and a huge bonus for critical damage. Both PvE and PvP can explode targets with the best of them. Run bonus: 4/10 - At sub-30% health, Focus gets access to the dispatch, which does more harm than most fillers abilities.
Proper use will amount to a small increase in the DPS without loss of rotational integrity. Changes 5.0 A few things have changed about the Guardian class. Positions were removed and turned into a passive ability to discipline the tree. Blade Storm's injury was a little nerfed. The biggest change was the removal of the two global cooling (GCD) channels
Blade Dance, replaced by the instant blade barrage. Patrons now do not have directed or rainy abilities and should be able to maintain a full-time moving target. This fact is a remarkable improvement in quality of life for both PvE and PvP, as caregivers are now incredibly mobile. In addition, many old utilities have been merged, removed or replaced, and
some new ones have been added. In particular, there is a new program that is mandatory for the maximum sustainable DPS legendary tier (Persistent Chill). There was only one change, typical of focus discipline, because it got a nice new level of 68 anti-qualification, which is necessary for resource management in a new rotation. Optimal stat balance Due
to the nature of RNG to get tools through the Galactic command, it will be very difficult to achieve a theoretically ideal statistical balance (although the 5.1 changes will help mitigate this chance). There is a big statistical jump between gear tiers, but the amount the statistics jump is I will therefore put forward some guidelines to follow when you are inseminated
so that you can stay close to the ideal balance. This should not be considered tough rules other than accuracy. With a few exceptions, all tertiary stats should be provided with accuracy, critical, and alacrity. The focus benefits more than most disciplines from the critical, as its 15% increase in critical hit injury bonus and constant supercritical. In general, I think
if you're not sure, dump additional statistics into the critical if possible. The balance I currently use is 1.6-1.7:1, very important alacrity with mastery. In the upper tiers, it is theoretically ideal for some stats to be absorbed, but the difference in DPS is insignificant. To speed up, you want some of these combinations (it's much more complicated than 4.0): Armor
Set: Vindicator's set bonus (it's mistaken as Weaponmaster 5.0 gear, but if mouseover it still saysUltimate Exarch Vindicator's) Gear modifications: Universal hilt and armor; no fatal modification has been thrown out; and initiative, adept, and fast savant improvements (maintain stat balance, which comes in set bonus gear and balance stats with headphones,
implants, crystals and additions) Headphones and implants: Initiative, adept, or fast savant (depending on stat balance) relics: Focused reward and Serendipitous Assault (symbolic degree, how, with critical as basis statistics included in relics) Additions: Critical and alacrity enhancements to balance statistics to balance statistics , as appropriate, with certain
increase in accuracy, to achieve 110% accuracy and some versatile mastery additions when they are limited by critical and alacrity crystals: advanced gutted crystals, perhaps Advanced Hawkeye or Advanced War Hero crystals, based on stat balance Using these gear pieces, this is the statistical balance I recommend (this statistical balance is very different
from what Bant recommends, because it assumes the accuracy of the sting) : Accuracy: 110% and as little as possible. This means that the stat value is 737. I don't recommend going below because lack of break or stunned or not getting a higher power percentage is worse than a slightly lower theoretical DPS. Here are some ways to how to get closer to as
close as possible (improvements are equivalent to tertiary static earrings and implants): 230 gear: 2x amplification + 4x magnification = 746 3x amplification + stim = 783 or 5x magnification + stim = 720 234 gear (this step a bad one): 4x enhancement = 760 3x enhancement + stim = 810 or 5x magnification + stim = 720 236 gear: 8x magnification = 768 2x
reinforcement + 1x magnification + stim = 736 240 gear : 8x magnification = 768 or 3x enhancement + 1x magnification = 711 2x enhancement + 1x magnification + stim = 746 242 gear: 3x amplification + 1x magnification = 741 1x enhancement + 3x + stim = 743 Critical: This should be the first place where you want to allocate statistics when you have
enough accuracy. Get as many critical chances and bonus bonuses as possible without losing other statistics. You want to shoot for critical statistics at least 1700. As a side note, do not forget that mastery increases your critical ability, but not critical bonus damage. Alacrity: After critical, alacrity is my next priority stat distribution. The main advantage of
alacrity focus is the duration of the amateur compared to the GCD being increased – mainly, the increased power window that occurs after each concentrated burst. Since there is no danger that the effect will run into each other with the correct pursuit of rotation, alacrity can be added without any problems. You want to shoot for a 1000-1200 alacrity stat or
bonus 9% - 11%. Other statistics: Both power and mastery provide a flat increase in stats and no diminishing returns, and every 5 points of excellence gives 1 extra bonus damage and a small critical chance to increase and every 4.2 point in power, giving 1 extra bonus damage. Since both critical and alacrity have declining returns, there is a point where it
will be more useful to put excess statistics into power or mastery. If you decide to add a lot of critical data or run a precision stim, you can press that PvE point. It's something to keep in mind PvP because you'll get a lot of tertiary stat from the accuracy you change (if you decide to make a separate PvP kit). You are dps, so defense, shield, and absorb all
should be 0. Even with all the tertiary stat you have compared to before, there is still no room for wasting statistics. Any DPS you can put on target is valuable! Skills and utilities Here is a list of all active and passive Focus Guardian abilities and class utilities. I urge you to get to know them so that you are better prepared to make the right decision in the
battleground. Fighting proficiencies passive it is important that the rotation work is brave. The rest in some way contributes to your redress, except for Protective Focus, which is a nice defensive amateur. Swelling Winds Given level 12 Increases damage to deal with force sweep by 40% and reduces force cleanup and concentrated burst cooling by 3 seconds
each. Shii-cho Prowess Given Level 16 Increases Armor Penetration by 15% and Force Attack Damage 3% Saber Strength Given Level 20 Increases Damage, you encounter saber attacks 5% Focused resonance Given level 24 Increases critical strike damage all attacks 15% Momentum Given level 28 reduces rocky jump cool 3 seconds and causes a
jump of strength and zealous jump to make your next Blade Storm deal 5% more damage and generate 1 focus instead of taking attention. Zephyrean Slash Given Level 32 Strike, Sundering Strike, Slash, Cyclone Slash, Riposte, Blade Storm, Dispatch and Concentrated Slice to reduce active cooling force cleanup, focused burst, and zealous jump 1 second
and combat Two seconds. Crossing blow given level 36 force jump and zealous jump to make your next force cleanup or focused burst used within 20 seconds automatic critical hit. Increased power given level 40 Increases all losses to deal by 5% 6 seconds after you fight damage force sweep orFocused Burst. This effect can not occur more than once
every 8 seconds. Singularity Given Level 44 Combat Focus and Force Exhaustion to provide Singularity, increase the damage caused by your next force cleanup or focused burst of 15% and make your next Force Cleanup or Focused Burst take no attention. In addition, Combat Focus cooling is reduced by 15 seconds, and Combat Focus generates an
additional 6 focus in 8 seconds. Gravity Defiance Given level 48 zealous jump and force exhaustion consumes 1 less attention. Swift Slash Given Level 52 Increases the possibility of a critical strike by sending and concentrated slice by 5%. In addition, guardian jump now cleans all movement damaging effects. Force Lash Granted Level 56 Slash, Cyclone
Slash, and Riposte deal with additional forces of energy damage. Concentrated Power Given Level 60 Concentrated Slice allows Riposte to surpass your goal by 45 seconds. Beat Down targets to take 5% more damage to melee attacks. Protective Focus Given Level 64 Activation Focus Burst or Force Sweep increases your damage reduction by 5% for 6
seconds. This effect can not occur more than once every 8 seconds. Focus Vision Granted 68 level force exhaustion gives Focus Vision, so another zealous jump or concentrated piece does not take the spotlight. Abilities These are all the abilities, offensive and defensive, which you use. Offensive: Blade Barrage Price: 0 focus Cooldown: 18 seconds range:
4 yards offers a series of decent weapon damage lightsaber strikes at no cost. Replaces Blade Dance from pre-5.0. Blade Storm Price: 4 Focus Cooldown: 12 Seconds Range: 10-meter hits with a wave of force to kinetic damage and stuns standard or weak enemies in 4 seconds. It also gives Vindicator's Critical Bonus with a 6-piece set bonus once a
minute. Fill opportunity. Concentrated Slice Price: 5 Focus Cooldown: 9 seconds range: 4 meters slices for a goal of significant weapon damage. Allows Riposte to concentrate power, and beats the target (5% more damage to melee attacks). Your hardest hitting ability. Cyclone Slash Price: 3 Focus Cooldown: 0 Seconds Range: 5 Meters On Your Front
Cleave, hits up to 8 enemies in front of you through 5 meters of decent weapon damage. Dispatch price: 3 focus cooldown: 10 seconds range: 10 meters throws your saber into target with less than 30% health for significant weapon damage. Run the migration. Focus Burst Price: 3 Focus Cooldown: 15 Seconds Range: 10-meter Blasts with force energy
kinetic damage target. Your the hardest hitting ability, gives increased power when some SUGGESTIONS FOR DAMAGE, NOT ACTIVATION. Force Exhaustion Price: 4 Focus Cooldown: 18 seconds range: 10 meters slows target from 50% to 5% speed in 3 seconds, solving a small amount of damage every second, and crushing them with moderate
damage after 3 seconds. One of the two doT effects you apply. Force Leap generates: 3 focus cooldown: 15 seconds range: 30 meters jumps to a distant goal, immobilize them for 2 seconds and break their current action. Generates 3 focus and cannot be used against targets cover. The gap is closer. Force Sweep Price: 3 Focus Cooldown: 15 seconds
range: 5-meter 360-AoE focused on his character, which involves a decent kinetic injury to 8 enemies over 5 meters and gives increased power (again when it comes to damage). Freezing force price: 2 focus cooldown: 0 seconds range: 8-meter 360-AoE focused on your character, which slows down the affected goals and hits for a small amount of elemental
damage. Apply hard-hitting DoT with a Continuous Chill utility that should always be taken. Riposte Price: 2 focus cooldown: 6 seconds range: 4 meters offers moderate weapon damage and can not be defended or missed in any way. Only use after you defended the attack or if one of your attacks misses. Enabled concentrated slices with concentrated
power. Fill opportunity. Saber Throw Generates: 3 Focus Cooldown: 30 Seconds Range: 30 meters throws your saber medium weapon damage and generates 3 focus. Should be used only if you are fluctuating or switching to an away target without a jump of force. Slash Price: 3 focus cooldown: 0 seconds range: 4 meters offers little weapon damage to the
target. Should never be used in a standard sue. Sundering Strike generates: 7 focus cooldown: 15 seconds range: 4 meters offers little weapons damage, sunders target (20% armor cut) and generates 7 focus. Your secondary Focus generator also provides Vindicator's Damage Bonus with 2 parts to set the bonus once every 30 seconds. Slash Generates: 2
Focus Cooldown: 0 Seconds Range: 4 meters offers little weapons damage during a series of saber strikes and generates 2 focus. Should never be used in a standard sue. Zealous jump price: 2 focus cooldown: 15 seconds range: 10 meters jumps to goal, solving medium weapon damage. CAN can be used in relation to the exact cover. Be careful when
you use this ability if there is an AoE melee range target as you leap into it. Defensive: The blade blitz moves you quickly 20 meters in the direction your character faces and increases the defensive chance by 100% while blitzing (1 second). Useful for cheesing a lot of mechanics or as the gap closer. Enure Gives you a 10-second loan for 30% health. Useful
if your doctors have a few seconds to get to you or survive large jumps in damage. Target Defense Grants 12 charges target defenses that are consumed and heal you from the damage taken. With steady-state effectively acts as a second life. Saber Reflect Redirects redirects all direct single-target, force and technology attacks back to the source for 3
seconds (5 with utility). The almighty reflects its usefulness ranging from cheesing mechanics to the greatest damage to the contribution of some battles. Saber Ward increases the melee and hovered in defense by 50% and absorbed 25% of all strength and technology damage in 12 seconds. Very strong DCD, which should be used for taking a large
number of incoming lesions, ideally pre-enventively. Utility/Other: Awe AoE soft stun that breaks due to damage. Useful crowd control and can break the immune at the boss adds. Challenge Call Threat drop disguised as a AoE taunt and an all-group harm reduction utility that should always be taken. Combat Focus Instantly generates 6 focus plus 6 more
than 8 seconds. Your rotation is an integral part. The Force Kick class is hard to break. USE IT. Force Push knocks the goal back 20 meters, stuns them in 2 seconds, and completes the power jump cooling. Useful as a cessation of non-physics immune adds or a way to immediately move to the next goal. Making the Stasis class hard to stun. Protection
reduces the damage caused by the injured ally by 5%, and their threat generation - 25%. Also transmits 50% of the resulting damage from the players to you. Not used very often in PvE, but has its own moments, and can be abused by PvP. Guardian jumps into a friendly target, dropping your threat and giving them a 20% damage reduction in 6 seconds.
Clears all movement-reducing effects with Swift Slash. Useful for doctors or DPS to draw too much attention from adds, and can be used as an escape if there is an ally in the range. Resolute class stunned break. Taunt forces PvE target to attack you in 6 seconds and gives you the greatest threat on goal. It's going to be ignored if another player taunts you.
In PvP, causes the goal to deal with 30% less damage goals, except you 6 seconds. Utilities There are four tiers of utilities, and you need to have at least 2 capacity points per tier invested to reach the next tier. What this means is that you need 2 points of access masterfully, 4 to access the heroic, and 6 to access the legendary. No matter where these
points are invested, you just need that many altogether (so, for example, you can have 3 smart and 1 crafty and heroic then be unlocked). For everyone, I have to note how useful they are and how often I find myself taking it from 0-5, where 0 = has never been taken PvE 1 = can be useful for a handful of fights, but should be considered only as a last resort 2
= situation very useful; often useless 3 = Always have to use, but not always the strongest 4 = Very useful in most fights 5 = Mandatory; always taken these is based on my playstyle and personal experience, so your mileage may vary. Smart: The second wind reduces decisive cooling for 30 seconds and causes decisive determination cure you 10% of your
maximum health when used. 2: There are situations where your CC break due to shorter cooling is nice – Torque magnetic clamps come to mind – so there are definitely some fights when this is useful. There are usually better options. Battlefield Command Getting Attacked reduces active force jump cooling by 1 second. This effect cannot occur more than
once every 1.5 seconds. 4: One of the biggest challenges melee classes is staying in the melee range. When you take the damage (which is constantly in many fights), this tool causes your main gap closer to having a much shorter cooling, helping to address one of the biggest flaws in the melee. The debilitating Blade Barrage immobilizes the target in 3
seconds. 0: In PvE, almost everything you fight will be protected from the effects of stuns and movement disorder, making this utility useless. It goes without saying that you want this always PvP. Trailblazer Cyclone Slash offers 25% more damage. 4: One of the best utilities in the game in solving loads adds up. In practice, it's not usually a good idea to sell
out AoEfor Focus Discipline. Even if you can't, though, it can still be handy because there are adds to most boss fights. The narrowed Focus Taking non-periodic area of exposure damage generates 2 focus. This effect cannot occur more than once per second. 3: In battles where you break your rotation a lot, which can starve you of resources because
Combat Focus has a long cooldown, the extra little attention to take a aoE injury can be a lifesaver. However, do not rely on the consumption of damage to keep the rotation together. Defiance you create 4 focus when stunned, immobilized, put to sleep, or knocked around. 0: This can be useful in dealing with a lot of stunning or strokes, such as Colossal
Monolith, but your attention generation should not be a problem and there are much better ways to miss the utility point. Masterful: Collect strength when your movement is impaired, you will get a 10% damage bonus to another ability that consumes attention. This effect can stack up to 5 times and lasts 15 seconds. 2: Most fights do not harm the movement
of DPS players, but for those who do -Underlurker - this tool can contribute significantly to the output of your injury. PvP, you want this all the time. Cleaning Cleanup Defense Discipline, Force Cleanup slows down the goals it spoils 60% in 10 seconds. Due to vigilance and focus disciplines, force cleanup and vigilant thrust sunder targets they damage for 45
seconds. Sundered goals in their armor rating dropped by 20%. 4: This is another tool that is very useful in solving adds. It's not quite as strong as a trailblazer, as the reduction of armor won't play on adds that aren't around for more than a few seconds (which is most of them), but it's still pretty Guardianship A complex call protects all allies in the range,
except for themselves, providing custody that absorbs moderate damage. It takes 10 seconds. 5: Harm reduction care provides easy undervalued. Whether it be raidwide damage mitigation or a large-impact piece, this program is vital to PvE. This program provides all nearby allies with a shield that absorbs about 4k damage, which may sound not as much,
but within 7 members of the group, its impact size is about the same as a free superfall delivery/dark infusion or Underworld Medicine/Kolto Injection. Pulse reduces force Stasis cooling for 15 seconds. 0: As mentioned earlier, almost everything in PvE is protected from stunning and disruptive effects. Stasis can be used for some adds, but cooling reduction
is almost never needed. Continuous force jump provides continuous, giving immunity to motion-weakening effects and effects that push or attract you for about 4 seconds. 4: You'll be surprised how many things will knock you back after jumping on them. This program completely negates this effect with a bonus that allows you to avoid stunning if you can
take it right in time. Focused freedom By activating Combat Focus cleans up the disruptive effect of movement and increases your speed of movement by 50% for 6 seconds. 4: I consider myself taking this utility a lot. Focus this approximates kinetic acceleration for shadows and greatly improves your mobility and gap reduction capabilities. Heroic: Ardent
Advocate Force Leap allows another dispatch or vortex blade to be used in front of goal with any percentage of health. Lasts up to 15 seconds. 5: The use of dispatch from Force Leap is an integral part of the Focus opener, so this program is mandatory. Through peace reduces the cooling of the concentrated defense by 30 seconds. 3: Target defense is
probably your most powerful defensive cooldown without Saber Reflect and it can get you a lot of sticky situations. In battles with many raidwide damages, a bit of additional treatment will certainly help your doctors. Preparing when you go out to fight, active force jump, Combat Focus and Saber Throw cooling are reduced by 100%. 0: It's very rare that you
actually go out to fight through a boss fight, so this utility doesn't do anything most of the time. Whiplash Saber Throw immobilizes the goal in 3 seconds. 0: Again, the movement-disrupting effect won't affect most of what you're fighting, but something you want to do with PvP. True Harmony Focused Defense increases your movement speed by 50% and
gives immunity to motion-weakening effects when active. 1: The only fight I can think of is where you want to get use from this tool is Underlurker. Otherwise, you should not use concentrated defense for the sake of movement. Peaceful Focus Enure removes all clean effects when activated. 2: There are too many battles with cleaning updebuffs, but some -
such as Nefra and Dread Council - could clean up themselves is vital. Legendary: A Cut Loose Blade Blitz can be used while immobilized, cleanses the movement-damaging effect when activated, and deals with about 50% more damage. In addition, the cooling of the Blade Blitz is reduced by 10 seconds. 3: As with focused freedom, the ability to break



roots/immobilizes can be very useful, and reduced cooling means you can use blade blitz for mobility more often. For fights where Saber Reflect is not useful, this is a good tool to take. The constant chill freezing force pierces the enemies with a painful chill, solving elemental damage to all affected targets within 8 seconds. In addition, Freezing Force
provides a chilling speed, increasing your speed of movement by 35% for 8 seconds. 5: Since Blade Barrage ranks only one GCD, it is now an open place in the rotation. Freezing force with constant chill is by far the greatest damaging ability to fill that spot, and the speed of movement to increase is a nice bonus. In fact, I do not like this tool because it
reduces your flexibility, because your DPS will not be very competitive without it. Jedi Warden reduces Force Push and Awe cooling by 15 seconds. In addition, reduces guardian leap cooling by 5 seconds and reduces the threat and damage needed to take an additional 10% to be a friendly Guardian Leap target. 1: Force Push and Awe are not used that
often in PvE, and if they are, reduced cooling will not be required. Additional damage reduction from guardian jump can be nice, but in general this tool is not very useful PvE. Unyielding justice increases the Blade Storm range to 30 meters, but blade storm deals to reduce damage by more than 10 meters. In addition, Force Push offers 20% more damage
and gives Unyielding justice, allowing your next Blade Storm to deal with all the damage, regardless of distance from the goal. 1: If you think you're having problems closing loopholes, the additional Blade Storm range may be useful, but there are much better options. The daunting presence of the Force Jump completes the force kick cooling. In addition,
saber reflect takes 2 seconds longer, and if soresu form is used, activating generates a significant threat to all engaged enemies within 30 meters. 4: An additional 2 seconds saber reflect amounts to a lot of additional damage dealt in the applicable fights. Just be careful when monitoring the duration and let your doctors know, because you will both do some
additional harm and you will make a lot of threats. Thwart Guardian Jump gives Thwart, to increase the ability of the damage that decides your next melee by 20%. This effect lasts 10 seconds. 2: In theory, this tool can be abused to provide additional damage from the Guardian Leap. In practice, you will almost always have better options. In general, my
default set Being: Left: General Purpose Utilities, Right: AoE DPS Utilities Smart: Battlefield Command Narrowed Focus Masterful: Custody unremittting Focus Freedom Heroic: Legendary: Permanent Chill Daunting Presence The Only Utilities, which I consider strictly mandatory, is a care and constant chill, while the Ardent Advocate strongly recommends.
Narrowed Focus, Focused Freedom, and Unremittting are the first I've donated for others. For battles with many AoE and dealing with adds or garbage crowds, I swap trailblazer and cleaning up. In the fight against cleaningdebuffs, I use a peaceful focus. The other utilities I take depend on the fight, and any utility with a rating of 2 or higher is one that you
should consider if the situation requires it. Rotation Now that you are here, I hope that at least you have skimmed the previous chapters to arm you with the knowledge needed to understand what comes next. To truly master discipline and realize your full potential in real combat, you need to understand how rotation works. So, if not, I urge you to come back
and read through abilities and utilities. Without further noise, here is the rotation and the theory behind it. One target: attention is a definite rotation with an optimal sequence of abilities. The main focus discipline buffs and procs are focused on each used in Focused Burst. It should always be used under the influence of both Singularity and Felling Blow, giving
it both a 15% increase in damage and supersecipe. In addition, each use gives you a 6-second window of 5% increased damage, faced with increased power. So, the main goal of discipline is to get the maximum buff of each focused burst and then deal with as much damage during this Increased Power window as possible. The Focus rotation is relatively
short and includes only 13 GCD with 2 increased power windows in each cycle. Using skills in each window depends on resource generation and miscarriage. When run is reached, a dispatch is used instead of Riposte, which requires a slight reshaping due to additional focus consumption. Summing up the rotation, the main ideas are as follows: buff each
burst focused use with Felling Blow and Singularity Do as much damage as possible in the increased power box Use freezing force, Riposte, Blade Storm, Sundering Strike and Dispatch (carry), as fillers manage all of your basic abilities cooling with the correct sequence. The last point is very important for rotational stability because the wrong sequence will
leave you either resource starving or without the ability to disable cooling use without slash and strike (both of which should never be used). First, the opener. Use this sequence when you enter a fight or add a new goal if you have enough downtime to all key skills to disconnect disconnected The required downtime expires in approximately 10 seconds.
Although Focused Burst has 15 seconds of cooling, its cooling is reduced by several rotational abilities and you will practically never wait 15 seconds between uses. Force Leap -&gt; Combat Focus + Focused Burst -&gt; Zealous Leap -&gt; Force Exhaustion -&gt; Concentrated Slice -&gt; Dispatch -&gt; Blade Barrage -&gt; Freezing Force -&gt; Focused
Burst -&gt; Rock Jump -&gt; Sundering Strike -&gt; Concentrated Slice -&gt; Blade Storm -&gt; Freezing Force -&gt; Combat Focus +Focused Burst -&gt; RotationAl Force Jump used to Generate Attention and Grant Crossings. Combat Focus generates the remaining focus required for the first part of the opener and provides Singularity. Make sure you are
using Combat Focus before Focused Burst. Force Exhaustion v Concentrated Slice onFocused Vision. Zealous jump and dispatch are the hardest hit abilities and are stacked in an increased power window (which takes four GCDs). The freezing force is timed so that the DoT ticks through another increased power. Note that the opener after the force jump is
identical to the rotation of the execution phase. All four abilities of the postFocused Burst will occur in the increased power in the second window, so their order is chosen for rotational stability. First you need to use a rocky jump to turn it off for another use. Sundering Strike buys a two-part set bonus and generates attention. Blade Storm does a decent injury
instantly, and the initial hit from freezing force is low. Again, don't forget to use Combat Focus before Focus Burst. In a small alacrity, it may be useful to use the sequence Focused Burst -&gt; Rocky Jump -&gt; Blade Storm -&gt; Concentrated Slice -&gt; Sundering Strike -&gt;etc After the second focused burst, rather than following above, as it ensures a
blade storm through increased power, which does more damage than a ndering strike. This is because the Blade Storm has a noticeable travel time. Now a standard rotation. This sequence is cyclic after the opener until the execution phase is reached or you are forced to downtime. It follows the same principles as the opener, using Riposte as a filler rather
than a dispatch. (Combat Focus + Focused Burst from opener /previous rotation) -&gt; Zealous jump -&gt; Force Exhaustion -&gt; Concentrated Slice -&gt;Blade Barrage -&gt;Riposte -&gt; Freezing Forces -&gt; Focused Burst -&gt; Zealo Jump -&gt; Concentrated Slice -&gt; Sundering Strike -&gt; Blade Storm -&gt; Freezing Forces -&gt; Combat Focus +
Focus Burst -&gt; (replicated) As before, Combat Focus and Rocky Jump from the previous cycle provide a fully buffed Focus. The most difficult hitting abilities are again loaded into the window of increased power, and the freezing force would have such a time that it would be marked for the entire window. Again, use your discretionary second window based
on your alacrity. implementation phase. Here in Riposte is dropped dropped rotation for the benefit of dispatch. By slightly transcoding the second Focused Burst window, the dispatch can be added while maintaining the integrity of the rotation, which leads to a slight increase in DPS. (Combat Focus + Focused Burst from Opener/Previous Rotation) -&gt;
Zealous Jump -&gt; Force Exhaustion -&gt; Concentrated Slice -&gt; Dispatch -&gt; Blade Barrage -&gt; Freezing Forces -&gt;Focused Burst -&gt; Zeal Jump -&gt; Sundering Strike -&gt; Concentrated Slice -&gt; Blade Storm -&gt; Freezing Force -&gt; Combat Focus +Focused Burst -&gt; (repeated) As mentioned above, this rotation and opener are identical
except for lead in Here dispatch unequivocally does more damage than blade barrage, so it gets priority in the elevated power box. Multiple goals: Focus AoE rotation depends on whether you are against the boss + adds or just adds. Before the boss it is best to maintain a stable rotation, where before adds that it is best to sell out for an AoE injury. To
combat the boss plus some adds, just replace each concentrated explosion with Force Sweep and every Riposte cyclone slash. Since Force Sweep is also buffed by Felling Blow and Singularity and provides an increased power window, it can be smoothly replaced by Focused Burst to sacrifice one target damage for AoE damage a bit. Similarly, Cyclone
Slash gives the same effect as riposte and costs as much attention. Making these changes provides a good amount of damage to AoE, while allowing a stable rotation of one target to be maintained. Before just adding, when no goal will live long enough to justify one targeted rotation, you should sell out the damage for AoE, and do something like (Saber
Throw if zealous jumping) -&gt; Force Leap /Zealous Jump -&gt; Combat Focus + Force Sweep -&gt; Freezing Force -&gt; Cyclone Slash x3-4 -&gt; Sundering Strike -&gt; &gt; -&gt; Force Cleanup -&gt; Freezing Force -&gt; Cyclone Slash x3-4 -&gt;etc Basically alternating between Combat Combat Focus and Sundering Strike generate focus for each Cyclone
Slashes series. Optionally, replace Force Exhaustion with The Slash cyclone after the second Force Sweep to provide Singularity. This rotation is not sustainable long-term due to the focus on the use of Cyclone Slash unless given a steady stream of damage. To maintain the long term, use Saber Throw/Strike instead of a 1-2 Cyclone Slashes cycle without
Combat Focus. Parse Parsing should never be your ultimate goal, but it is a useful tool to ensure that you do the right thing in the rotation. Here is an example that I put to Parsely: Focused Burst will be the biggest part of your damage because it's supercritical and has a significant base of damage. The concentrated slice has significant backing damage and
is therefore another important factor in the damage you have caused. Next comes the freezing force, which does more damage for activation than what the ability beFocused Burst and Piece. A zealous jump does a decent amount of damage for one activation. These four abilities are used twice during the rotation cycle, and thus contribute most of the
damage they have caused. Expulsion forms a noticeable part, despite the fact that it is used only a few times. When analyzing Parse, be sure to pay attention to the following: Force cleaning number + Focus explosions = Number of rocky jumps + force jumps = number of force exhaustion + number of fighting foci (in this analysis I ended the middle cycle yes
1 Focused Burst does) Every force sweeping and focused burst is a critical hit action per minute (APM) ~47 (a little less is good) No use of slash or strike playing guardian PvE guardian rarely mentioned as top notch any content, and is actually sometimes seen as a cheese class on Saber Reflect and this, that you can generally get away without knowing the
rotation and survive more punishment than most classes. This sells class short. It is true that there are not so many ways for you to help the group because you don't have raid buff, no cures, and no effect you can apply to multiple allies. Even Guard is not particularly useful in PvE content, because tanks will often be able to play this role. But I think the
perception is more due to the lack of players who really know the class than lack the usefulness of the class. As a melee class, you always have to ensure that you are close enough to the goal of doing damage unless the mechanics prevent it. Naturally, this means that you must be able to DPS when moving. Rarely can you just stand next to the target and
analyze it. A player adept at the Melee DPS will be able to keep his rotation while constantly on the road - except for any casts/feeds - and patrons don't have any of them, so there's no reason to ever need to stop moving. Ensuring that your keybinds are such that you can use abilities while also hitting your movement keys is very important. I personally
recommend picking up the game mouse and using your programmable keys and keyboard for your abilities, as this allows you to have many different inputs.  Being mobile leads to a more important point that you want to do something within every GCD possible. Any time you spend not doing harm to a boss or carrying a mechanic or (rarely) helping a
member of a group about to die by protecting them/guardian jumping, you are as valuable as a keyboard monkey as, not valuable at all. Only when there is a programmed downtime, you should find yourself doing nothing, and even then almost always there is something you can do. As another thing about the melee, I want to emphasize that you have to be
flexible in your position, movement, and most importantly, what you do every moment. Don't just tunnel to focus the boss and ignore everything that happens around you Damage. Remember that your DPS execution mechanics may be small, but your DPS if you die or group wipes because you lack a mechanic is zero. Your role is to do as much damage as
possible within the time spent without losing the group's health or mechanics. You are, of course, taking more harm than fluctuating players in almost every fight. Any damage that you can avoid is as good as the treated damage (better even because it does not cost your doctors resources), so do it on any occasion. Finally, pay attention, listen, and
communicate with the group members. You are a team, not a competitor, and you should work together to achieve any goals. In the case of focus, mobility and situational resolution should never be a problem. Only 3 of your abilities are strictly in the melee, the rest of them have a range of 10 meters (or 8 meters for freezing force), so you have a great margin
of discretion in your position. Integrated into your rotation is a time when you can sit close to the range, the gap closer, and the person's 35% speed increase. As if that weren't enough, Zealous Leap breaks its roots, and freezing force speed eliminates most of the slows. With practice, you can joust between the melee and the 10-meter range as your rotation
allows and run the wheel around your goal while still executing the rotation. PvP is great for training mobility, because players move much more than bosses, and is a great way to increase their flexibility. Another good way would be to try to analyze constantly moving. Given the critical hits, your goal should be to keep your DPS within about 500 of your
stationary assay. As regards the exchange of targets, the possibility of a smooth transition from one objective to another, while implementing the mechanics, is a very important aspect of the implementation of the DPO. To do this smoothly takes a lot of practiceand there are many difficulties in PvE content (and a large part of it PvP). Do not forget to ensure
that before moving on to the next, the target is completely dead. As guardian, your main tool for target swap will include using the gap closer. Because the Focus rotation has so many moving parts, the exchange of targets must be carried out with caution, as jumping to a new target in the wrong rotation position will cause its failure. There is very little space
for cooling to change your mind or add additional fillers - if you break the rotation, you need to go out and start over. Sometimes you will be given enough time to turn off the cooling opener, in which case you will do so. Do not forget to go to the opener at least with 6 focus if you can not use Combat Focus as you can in the Saber Throw cap focus generation.
If you can use Combat Focus, you will only need 3 attention. If the target swap is fast, ideally you will be able to force a jump instead of a zealous jump (or even a zealous jump) or 10 meters range capabilities. Freezing forces are also the right choice for choice Speed increase it gives and its 8 meters range. PvE, if the goal is far away, put the force jump and
continue from where you left, i.e. -&gt;Blade Barrage -&gt;Force Leap -&gt; Riposte -&gt; And not using a range ability (without Saber Throw) to cover the distance, because this will almost always lead to a rotational mismatch. If you can't do any of these things, Saber Throw put some damage. If this is cooling, it may be even better to just run to a new target
and pick up a rotation as 3 seconds of downtime is better than breaking down your rotation. Finally, a few thoughts about the guardian group's usefulness. The ways in which patrons can help a group is better hidden than most classes and require good situation and classroom knowledge to pull off effectively. The first thing everyone thinks about with patrons
is Saber Reflect and, in fact, it is an incredibly useful ability. You can ignore a lot of mechanics, resist the damage that your doctors get out against the injury curve, and increase your injury output far beyond what is usually possible. Outside of bosses, it can be used to have AI basically kill themselves and work perfectly in PvP against all range classes
(melee classes usually have attacks that commit gun damage, but you can reflect most of the most severe impact abilities in each class, so it's still useful). See the full index of where and when to use Saber Reflect for operations bosses. Another important utility for caregivers provide is a form of care. Now wait, you say, is it not useful only for tanks? Why do
I ever need a taunt? Well dps spec, your sophisticated call acts as a drop of threat and should be used mainly for cooling to help your tanks keep aggro. But with guardianship utility, you give the whole group a little shielding for a moment. In battles, where there are many raids of damage, you can effectively do 100-200k treats, preventing damage to the
group. In the fight against injury spikes, timely care can be the difference between a group member dying and going through. The PvE value for this feature cannot be overstated. There is an old bug that allows you to absorb the panels to rewrite each other that I have never run into but has been reported before. If you are careful, you can always test yourself
in the game to see if Guardianship rewrites another absorbing shield. On the taunts note, yes, there are even times to use them in PvE. Obviously, you're a great candidate to take over a dead tank with your DCDs and heavy armor. But Taunt is useful for rounding up adds or getting them away from doctors, and in certain battles it can be combined with
reflection. (PvP, you should be taunting on cooling. Less damage to make your team always is better!) Finally, Guardian Leap and Guard reduce damage to the affected ally. If you see that someone consumes a lot Damage suddenly, guardian leap to them and then pop your bodyguard (if they are not already protected). This will give doctors precious time to
keep them alive. Just don't do it in the tank, because it reduces their threat, and they should still take that damage (although PvP, Guardian Leaping into the tank has no flaws and should be done when the situation requires it). Finding Focus Guardian is an interesting discipline to play with, and I hope that I have given you the knowledge you need to
understand that potential. If you made it here, I hope you've learned something that will help you become a better player. If you have questions or comments, you can leave them here or find me in the game Shadowlands server. I'll answer as fast as I can. About the author I'm Skyesora, or Schwarz most of my friends. I started playing in February 2016 and
didn't start raids until late July 2016, so I don't have a long list of accomplishments that many other executive writers, but I cleared all 8-man hard mode content to 5.0 except Revan, Master and Blaster, Coratanni, and Colossal Monolith, and started working in EC nightmare mode and master and blaster in hard mode when 5.0 dropped. I play all the content,
but the progression of raiding is my bread and butter. I am the leader of the raid on the guild's light council on the Republic side of the Shadowlands server. I started with a wise doctor (who is named Schwarzschilda, that's where my name comes from), but expanded to learn almost every spec in the game, and has exchanged Guardian DPS since I started
raids. Since writing at the time, I have reached the highest Parsely on Parsely in both Guardian DPS disciplines post-5.0 (Vigilance: Focus: and I welcome all the challenges. Acknowledging I would like to thank all my guild friends, fellow raiders, and all the various people I've played with for putting with me over the past year, and without which I wouldn't
have cleared all the content I have. First of all, thank you: Our main tank, Tsouyen, for being aggrooff me and generally being wrong at the end of the penalty and annoying our ridiculously op doctor, DBlock, for healing me even then, when I deliberately walk into AoE damage and keep us alive through the long odds of both PvE and PvP And thank you all for
reading and editing this guide: Akitashii, the guy who always lies in the shadows hayete, the best pocket combat sentinel Isaac Bell, awesome and chill gunslinger/Scoundrel/Sage Salaci, Salty Sage DPS Tsyouyen, once again remember that always tsou guilt :). Ability/utility icons from Dulfy's SWTOR disciplines calculator, and descriptions are pulled from
the Jedipedia and Dulfy website. Thank you Dulfy for hosting this guide, and thanks for reading. Reading.
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